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Dear Dr. Morris,

You have asked that we share our experience with using the Chrisal products in
relationship to dealing with odor and cleaning issues with automobiles.
As you know, I have been using the entire Chrisal product line extensively, since I was
first introduced to the product some 4 years ago. As an intellectual property attorney, with over
25 years of experience, I have been exposed to literally thousands of products over the years. I
have to tell you that Chrisal’s patented and unique probiotic formula is in my opinion in the top
three products I have ever encountered in my practice.
In the last year or so, our team in the North Texas region has been building an odor
remediation service business. A large part of that business has centered upon offering car
dealers in the area a service where we simply “fog” the cars with Chrisal’s PEC - Environmental
Control product. Many of the cars we are asked to service have already been through the
dealer’s cleaning service (or through the auction house’s service prior to sale), yet the odors still
remain or return within a few days from the date of the original cleaning.
We are currently servicing several hundred cars and trucks a month and are expanding
rapidly. With well over two thousand cars serviced, nearly every single one of them has had
their odor issues completely resolved with a single “treatment” of Chrisal. The amazing number
to me? The fact that we have only had to provide a follow up service on three used vehicles
that came in with major problems and with those three, we were able to successfully resolve the
odor issue. Running a business that relies on being efficient and getting the job right the first
time, combined with our money-back guarantee, that number is simply phenomenal! I know of
no other product that could possibly perform that well and with such little labor, nor does our
service manager who is familiar with most products in the field.

Regards,

Kevin Steinman
Kevin Steinman, Esq.

